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Abstract 

 

Predicting the migration of CO2 plume in saline aquifers using 

probabilistic history matching approaches 

 

Sayantan Bhowmik, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Sanjay Srinivasan 

 

During the operation of a geological carbon storage project, verifying that the 

CO2 plume remains within the permitted zone is of particular interest both to regulators 

and to operators. However, the cost of many monitoring technologies, such as time-lapse 

seismic, limits their application. For adequate predictions of plume migration, proper 

representation of heterogeneous permeability fields is imperative. Previous work has 

shown that injection data (pressures, rates) from wells might provide a means of 

characterizing complex permeability fields in saline aquifers. Thus, given that injection 

data are readily available and inexpensive, they might provide an inexpensive alternative 

for monitoring; combined with a flow model like the one developed in this work, these 

data could even be used for predicting plume migration. These predictions of plume 

migration pathways can then be compared to field observations like time-lapse seismic or 

satellite measurements of surface-deformation, to ensure the containment of the injected 

CO2 within the storage area. 
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In this work, two novel methods for creating heterogeneous permeability fields 

constrained by injection data are demonstrated. The first method is an implementation of 

a probabilistic history matching algorithm to create models of the aquifer for predicting 

the movement of the CO2 plume. The geologic property of interest, for example hydraulic 

conductivity, is updated conditioned to geological information and injection pressures. 

The resultant aquifer model which is geologically consistent can be used to reliably 

predict the movement of the CO2 plume in the subsurface. The second method is a model 

selection algorithm that refines an initial suite of subsurface models representing the prior 

uncertainty to create a posterior set of subsurface models that reflect injection 

performance consistent with that observed. Such posterior models can be used to 

represent uncertainty in the future migration of the CO2 plume. The applicability of both 

methods is demonstrated using a field data set from central Algeria. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

Geological sequestration of CO2 in deep saline aquifers is one technology to 

remove CO2 in sufficient quantities from the atmosphere to reduce the carbon footprint of 

fossil fuel consumption. Field scale projects for geological storage (sequestration) have 

been undertaken in Algeria, the North Sea and the US to study the feasibility of this 

method on a large scale. Accurately monitoring the movement of CO2 plume is of great 

interest to the storage community. A variety of techniques have been employed, including 

time-lapse seismic and satellite measurements of surface deflection. Such methods are 

effective but are expensive, in the case of seismic, or not universally applicable, in the 

case of satellite measurements when the ground vegetation cover is too thick or 

seasonally variable. More importantly, these monitoring techniques typically provide 

snapshots of the current state of the plume, and are not suited for predicting the future 

migration of the plume unless used in conjunction with an elaborate reservoir model 

updating scheme.  

The ability to predict future movement of the plume is of great interest to 

operators and regulators, especially if undertaking remedial measures to prevent the 

movement of the plume outside the area of storage arises. Important for making these 

predictions are the availability of robust reservoir models that realistically represent the 

major geologic heterogeneity. One way to develop such reservoir models in the oil and 

gas industry is “history matching”. History matching is the process of calibrating 

reservoir models such that they show the best match to available dynamic data. In oil and 

gas applications the dynamic data are the flow rates of fluid phases at injection and 

production wells measured over the history of the field to date. History-matched reservoir 
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models can then be used to predict the future movements of fluids. Applying this concept 

to geologic sequestration would enable the prediction of future migration of CO2 in the 

aquifer. The models could also be used to devise efficient schemes for maximizing the 

storage capacity of the aquifer. A key difference from oil and gas application is that 

production wells will not be available during aquifer storage, at least not in the standard 

paradigm for sequestration. While some aquifer storage strategies call for extraction wells 

to be operated along with injection wells (Burton and Bryant, 2009; Ganjdanesh et al, 

2011), in this work it is assumed that the available dynamic data are only injection rates 

and pressures.   

The process of creating a quantitative representation of a reservoir is complex and 

involves modeling the underlying uncertainty in geological and petrophysical description 

while taking into account the complex characteristics of the available data. Uncertainty is 

an integral component of any quantitative approach to reservoir modeling. The structure 

and extent of reservoirs are not always exactly known, the geological processes that 

created the reservoir are uncertain and thus the reservoir architecture is also uncertain, 

petrophysical properties derived from data at well locations cannot be translated with 

confidence to unsampled portions of the field, and fluid properties estimated in the lab 

may also be different in different parts of the field and cannot always be predicted. In the 

presence of these uncertainties, the process of history matching should yield multiple 

non-unique solutions. Given the non-uniqueness of the history match solution there is an 

associated uncertainty in future predictions obtained using the history matched models. 

Traditionally, history matching has been a process of modifying reservoir and 

fluid properties of a single model until a reasonable match is found between simulated 

and actual production data from wells. The modification process is either manual or 

automated. However, manual perturbation of reservoir models to achieve a match to 
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available data is a tedious process due to the sheer number of variable combinations that 

need to be tried in order to derive a history match.  Automated and assisted history 

matching using gradient descent methods, gradual deformation methods, global 

optimization schemes, optimization based methods utilizing streamline based sensitivity 

coefficients, and some other techniques have been developed as a faster alternative to 

manual history matching. However, all these methods have some serious drawbacks: they 

assume the existence of one unique ‘true’ model to represent the reservoir, not accounting 

for the uncertainties described previously; local adjustments to the simulation model are 

not always consistent with geology; and they do not always provide a robust method for 

integrating data from multiple sources. 

Data used for constructing static reservoir models come from a variety of sources 

like well logs, petrophysical analysis and seismic data interpretation. However, 

conventional history matching techniques do not provide a robust framework for 

incorporating these data sources into the match, relying solely on dynamic production 

data from well locations. Thus, history matched models may become geologically 

inconsistent and not useful for reservoir performance prediction. 

In this work, we look at two algorithms for integrating the uncertainty in 

heterogeneity distribution with dynamic data available at well locations, thus creating 

geologically consistent models which exhibit a close match to observed dynamic data. A 

method for quantifying the uncertainty in prediction is also investigated. 

The subsequent part of the report is divided into 4 chapters. Chapter 2 describes 

currently available methods of history matching, outlining their applications and 

drawbacks. Chapter 3 will describe a pixel-based model updating algorithm that 

integrates static geological information effectively with available dynamic data to create 

geologically consistent, history matched models. In Chapter 4, a new model selection 
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procedure is described that selects best-fit reservoir models out of a large initial suite of 

models, thus effectively identifying an updated set of posterior models that exhibit 

connect reservoir connectivity characteristics. The final chapter will discuss the 

implications of the work described in this report, together with the scope of future work 

in this area of research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

Increasing interest in geological carbon sequestration as a means of offsetting 

increasing greenhouse gas emission trends has resulted in a proliferation of research 

articles on the subject. The ability to monitor the migration of the injected CO2 to ensure 

its containment within the storage area has been the area of interest for several 

researchers. Current methods for monitoring deployed in some of the commercial-scale 

projects include time-lapse 2D and 3D seismic imaging, gravity measurements, 

geochemical sampling, soil gas surveys and tracer surveys. According to Benson 

et.al.(2008), the monitoring of CO2 can be divided into four stages: pre-operational, 

operational, closure and post-closure, with no monitoring required for the post-closure 

stage of the project. A combination of advances in measurement technology as well as in 

our ability to model the migration of CO2 would be required for efficient monitoring of 

the plume. 

In this chapter, we will review various technologies that are used to monitor the 

CO2 plume, and the role of history matching to complement these technologies.  We will 

also review some key methods for history matching, together with their benefits and 

drawbacks. 

2.1 TECHNOLOGIES FOR MONITORING THE CO2 PLUME 

The combination of technologies used for various monitoring programs would 

depend on the specifics of the monitoring objectives.  According to Benson et.al. (2004), 

every storage project would be composed of four distinct phases: pre-operational, 

operational, closure and post-closure. The pre-operational phase is the part of the project 

preceding the start of injection, when the primary objective would be to gather all 
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possible information about the storage volume to adequately characterize the subsurface. 

Data collected at this stage would typically include a combination of well logs, wellhead 

pressures, formation pressures, rate testing and seismic survey. The operational phase 

starts with the commencement of injection, and operational monitoring would include 

measurements of wellhead pressures and rates and seismic survey. The closure phase 

would begin when the CO2 injection has stopped; closure monitoring would consist 

primarily of seismic surveys, together with gravity and electromagnetic surveys if 

deemed necessary. The most practical and cost-effective approach to monitor and control 

CO2 displacements in the subsurface would be by effective integration of information 

from a variety of measurement techniques, into models of the subsurface that yield better 

predictions. Table 2.1 shows the monitoring stages, together with the model creation and 

prediction process that utilizes the monitoring data collected during that stage.  

 

 Monitoring methods Aquifer modeling 

Pre-operational 

monitoring 

 

Well logs; Wellhead 

pressure/rate; Seismic survey; 

Formation pressures; 

electromagnetic/gravity survey 

Creation of models for the 

aquifer using prior 

information, if available, 

and current surveys 

Operational 

monitoring 

 

Wellhead pressure/rate; 

Microseismicity; Seismic 

surveys; Gravity survey 

Aquifer models created in 

the previous stage simulated 

and compared with the data 

recorded at this stage, to 

validate and/or update 

models 

Closure monitoring 

 

Seismic survey; Gravity survey; 

Electromagnetic survey 

Simulated seismic response 

compared to field seismic 

surveys to ensure 

confinement; simulations 

also for risk assessment 

Table 2.1: Monitoring stages of a sequestration project (adapted from Benson et.al. 2004) 
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2.1.1 Subsurface Measurements 

Subsurface measurements in the form of seismic surveys, electromagnetic surveys 

and gravity measurements can be very useful for monitoring the evolution of the plume in 

more distant parts of the reservoir.  

Seismic imaging forms an integral part of most monitoring programs. They are 

used for interpreting and modeling the geologic structure in the pre-operational stage. In 

the operational stage, seismic surveys can be used to track the movement of the plume 

and detect leakage sites. However, the frequency of seismic surveys would be guided by 

an assessment of leakage risk at the storage site. Seismic methods like cross-well imaging 

and vertical seismic profiling have been shown to be quite effective at several pilot-scale 

projects (Hovorka et.al. 2006). Combination of cross-well seismic and electromagnetic 

technologies provide high resolution images of compressional velocity, shear velocity 

and Poisson’s ratio of inter-well regions that can in turn be related to the presence or 

absence of fluids in the pore spaces. 

Gravity surveys can also provide vital information about the migration of the CO2 

plume. Gravity methods are dependent on density change. Since the density of CO2 is 

well documented, both by itself and dissolved in reservoir fluids, the changes in 

geophysical gravity responses can be easily inverted to produce maps of CO2 saturation. 

A potential issue with seismic monitoring of plume displacement is the bandwidth 

limitation of seismic measurements. High resolution modeling of potential leakage sites 

and deviations in plume migration path may not be possible unless the data are combined 

with information from other sources. 

2.1.2 Measurements at Well Locations 

Various well logs, like saturation measurement tools, density logs and sonic logs 

will be required for monitoring the plume. Saturation tools can provide detailed 
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description of the evolution of the CO2 plume in the near-well regions, and if 

observations wells are present, could provide information about the plume in more 

remote parts of the reservoir. The saturation data measured at well locations are important 

for evaluating the robustness of aquifer models created for the project. Similarly, acoustic 

logs would have characteristic compressional wave velocity signatures in the CO2 rich 

zones around the well, and could provide information at a very fine scale (Hovorka et.al. 

2006). 

Injection rate measurements are used to verify the amount of CO2 that is injected 

into the formation, and pressure measurements ensure that a safe threshold pressure is not 

exceeded. Pressure measurements made in the injection well annulus also provide 

information about the integrity of the well, and provide information regarding potential 

for CO2 leak due to compromised well cementation. The rate at which pressure changes 

could provide additional information about dissipation of pressure due to equilibration of 

the CO2 with the surrounding formation, dissolution of the CO2 in the water and/or oil, 

and maybe even leakage out of the storage volume through wells or the caprock (Benson 

et.al. 2004). Sampling of representative fluids at the well locations could provide 

valuable information pertaining to the phase behavior of the injected CO2.  

2.1.3 Numerical Simulation of Carbon Storage 

Simulation of the processes involved in the geological storage of CO2 has been 

implemented by various researchers (Van der Meer 1993; Holt et.al. 1995; Weir et.al. 

1995; Lau and Bachu 1996; Lindeberg 1997; Johnson et.al. 2000; Ennis-King and 

Paterson 2002; Wellman et.al. 2003; Pruess et.al. 2003; Kumar 2005; Obi and Blunt 

2006, among others). Here, we will only discuss the methods employed by Kumar (2005) 

and Obi and Blunt (2006), as these are the methods most relevant to this work. 
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  Kumar (2005) implemented CO2 storage modeling using a commercial 

compositional simulator (CMG-GEM), in order to study the sensitivity of gas injectivity, 

gas migration and gas storage to various reservoir parameters. The ‘oil’ phase was used 

to model the aqueous phase, so that the Peng-Robinson EOS could be used for flash 

calculations. The solubility of CO2 in brine was modeled by tuning the Binary Interaction 

Coefficient to match experimental data. Volume shift parameters (Penelous et. al. 1982) 

were tuned to match brine and CO2-saturated brine densities derived from experimental 

data. Pedersen’s correlation (Pedersen and Fredenslund 1987) parameters were tuned to 

derive the viscosities of CO2 and brine. Relative permeability curves for the two-phase 

flow in the aquifer were implemented using Brooks-Corey correlation, and capillary 

pressure curves were scaled to average permeability using the Leverett J-function 

(Leverett 1941).  A series of constant BHP wells were placed all along the boundary of 

the model to simulate an open boundary.  

Obi and Blunt (2006) implemented a streamline-based simulation to model CO2  

storage. A streamline based simulation was used to model the flow of fluids. The 

streamline based method allows efficient decoupling of the effects of the flow field from 

the geochemistry, and treating the reactions as 1-D equations along the streamlines. It is 

thus computationally more efficient than grid-based methods, which need to solve for 

complex 3-D transport equations. The validity of such decomposition has been tested by 

various authors (Batycky 1997, Huang 2004), and it was found that for advection-

dominated flow processes, the streamline based methods give results almost identical to 

grid-based numerical simulations. The authors first traced streamlines across the grid, 

then solved 1D transport equation along streamlines to infer the saturations and 

concentrations, and finally considered the reactions to account for the moles of CO2 in 

the gas and aqueous phase. A few assumptions were made: only incompressible flow was 
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considered (implying supercritical CO2 in the aquifer), and geochemical effects due to 

CO2 injection, like fracturing or changes in porosity or permeability were ignored. The 

applicability of the method was demonstrated on a carbon storage project in the North 

Sea. Due to the nature of the assumptions, a streamline-based simulation would be quite 

efficient for a quick evaluation of a storage project or for fast comparisons of diverse 

storage scenarios; however, detailed numerical evaluation of any project would require 

the use of a full-physics grid-based numerical simulator. 

 

2.2 HISTORY MATCHING ALGORITHMS 

History matching is an important part of the process of creating aquifer models 

for the prediction of plume migration and comparison to field-measured data, thus 

 

Figure 2.1   Generic Workflow for the history-matching process (adapted from 

Dadashpour, 2009) 
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ensuring proper containment of the CO2 inside the storage volume. History matching is 

essentially a non-linear inversion problem, which consists of finding the best set of 

reservoir and fluid parameters (parameter space) which can yield the best possible match 

to observed data when run through a forward model (Fig 2.1).  

Traditionally, this has been a process of manual perturbation of reservoir and fluid 

properties until a reasonable match is achieved with available field production data. The 

process can be represented as an optimization problem, the objective of which is to 

minimize an objective function defined as the mismatch between observed data (such as 

seismic survey, production history or field pressure) and the simulated response, by 

exploration of the parameter space. Given the large number of variables (fluid properties, 

relative permeability, porosity and permeability distribution, reservoir structure etc.) that 

have to be provided for every simulation, this process can be quite time-consuming and 

the end result, while providing a good match to observed data, might be geologically 

inconsistent and thus useless for performance prediction. The different history-matching 

techniques primarily differ from each other in the method used to explore the parameter 

space in order to minimize the objective function. 

2.2.1. Manual History Matching 

Before the easy availability of efficient computational tools, history matching was 

a process of manually modifying certain reservoir and fluid properties using good 

engineering practices and judgment. The process usually involved a staged workflow, 

where field pressures were first matched by adjustments to certain parameters like pore 

volume factors, transmissibility, permeability multipliers and ratio of horizontal to 

vertical permeability. Once the field wide pressures have been matched, changes were 

then made in flow properties of individual grid blocks and well properties. Once the 
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pressure match was completed, other variables like fluid properties and relative 

permeabilities were adjusted to match the fluid production data (William et al 1998).  

The primary drawback to this method is the tediousness of the process involved to 

achieve a match. Agarwal et.al. (2000) have stated that this method of history matching 

applied to a fractured limestone reservoir in the North Sea took an entire year of intensive 

work. Secondly, unless care is taken to avoid unrealistic perturbations, this method can 

give reservoir models that match the available history but which are geologically 

inconsistent (in terms of incompatibility between different flow parameters or 

consistency with depositional environment, structure, etc.) and thus unlikely to provide 

accurate performance prediction. 

2.2.2. Gradient-based Optimization 

The main idea behind a gradient-based optimization is to search the parameter 

space for optimal values using gradients of the objective function. Various methods, like 

steepest-descent method, sequential-quadratic programming and conjugate-gradient 

method, have been developed to ensure a better descent direction and better step size. The 

method requires the calculation of the gradients of the objective function with respect to 

all the parameters and the Hessian, composed of second order derivatives of the objective 

function (Tan and Kalogerakis 1992, Zhang et al 2003, Lee et al 1986). 

The primary drawback of these methods is that the objective function might not 

be a simple convex function, in which case the gradient-based local optimization 

techniques can terminate at a local minimum. An additional problem with these methods 

is that they become computationally more and more cumbersome as the dimensionality of 

the parameter space used in the optimization keeps increasing.  
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One method to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space is to consider 

properties only at certain control points (called pilot points). A pilot point technique was 

described by LaVenue et.al. (1995) as a technique for solving an inverse problem of 

creating transmissivity fields for aquifers, which also satisfy measured head at certain 

locations. The method is actually a combination of three different techniques: the ‘pilot-

point’ method for describing a transmissivity field using inferred variograms, measured 

transmissivity values and synthetic data at certain locations called pilot points; a 

combination sensitivity analysis and kriging to locate the pilot points; and a conditional 

simulation technique for generating transmissivity fields conditioned to hard data. The 

problem thus becomes an exercise in optimizing values of parameters only at certain 

locations (the pilot locations), vastly reducing the dimensionality of the parameter space. 

The primary disadvantage of the pilot-point technique is that the representation of 

geology might not be adequate by updating properties only at pilot-points and 

extrapolating over the entire domain. Further, the method of choosing the number and 

locations of the pilot points is an empirical process; even when a systematic method has 

been proposed, the number of pilot points may become too large for a field-scale 

problem. 

2.2.3. Simulated Annealing 

This method has been derived from models of the physical process of annealing, 

where the temperature of a system is progressively reduced to its minimum state. The 

energy is analogous to the value of the objective function in this case. Small perturbations 

are made to the system and the energy of the system is calculated. If the energy decreases 

due to a perturbation, it is automatically accepted; if the energy does not decrease, the 

perturbation is accepted with a probability given by (Deutsch and Journel, 1994): 
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             (      )     [
         

 
]                                 (2.1) 

Here, O is the objective function and ‘c’ is the temperature (or control parameter) 

of the system. The control parameter should not be lowered too fast, as this will cause the 

process to be trapped in local minima. However, the change in the control parameter 

cannot be too slow either, since that would make the convergence unnecessarily slow. 

The process of lowering the control parameter is known as the ‘annealing schedule’. 

Existing mathematical procedures for calculating the ‘annealing schedule’ are, however, 

too slow for practical applications. Deutsch and Journel implemented an empirical 

method of starting with a large control parameter and then lowering it by a factor when 

enough perturbations have been implemented. 

The advantage of this method lies in its ability to escape from the local minima, 

and hence it was the first application of a class of methods called global optimization 

schemes. However, if the control parameter (temperature) were to reduce too fast, the 

algorithm would reach the local minimum. Simulated annealing is one example of a 

Markov chain, where the perturbation at any step is only dependent on the immediately 

preceding step and not on the history of perturbations up to that point. The ability of a 

Markov chain to sample from a prescribed posterior distribution is predicated on the 

specification of a suitable proposal and acceptance scheme (the Boltzman probability in 

the case of simulated annealing). The length of the Markov chain and the value of the 

reduction factor have profound effects on the rate of convergence but are not always easy 

to compute. 

2.2.4. Gradual Deformation 

Gradual deformation schemes aims to generate an optimum combination of two 

different Gaussian reservoir models with identical mean and covariance, which has the 
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same mean and covariance but show a better match to observed data. The optimum 

model is given by (Hu 2000, Le Ravalec 2002): 

                          ( )    ̅  (    ̅)      (    ̅)                        (2.2) 

The problem has thus been reduced to the optimization of just one parameter α. If the 

model does not satisfactorily match the data, a new realization is generated and the best 

combination for m3 is again computed. Convergence has been found to slow down after 

the first couple of iterations if only one direction is used for the match, and can be 

speeded up by using a multidimensional deformation (Hu 2000), 

                                   (       )    ̅  ∑ (    ̅)  
 
                             (2.3) 

and by using division of the reservoir into sub-regions. This method forms the basis of 

history matching using sequential stochastic simulation algorithms (Hu 2001) and 

truncated Gaussian simulations (Hu 2001).  

2.2.5. Streamline-based Methods 

Streamline based methods for history matching have gained prominence due to 

the computational efficiency of the process. More recently, the use of streamline 

simulations for sensitivity analysis has gained importance due to the ability of the process 

to calculate sensitivity coefficients in one single forward run. The use of streamlines for 

flow simulations is based on a few key ideas: 

 Tracing of streamlines using the concept of time-of-flight (TOF) allows the 

decoupling of three-dimensional heterogeneous systems into one-dimensional 

homogeneous systems (Pollock 1988).  

 In the original formulation of streamlines, the streamline vector was calculated as 

a sum of phase vectors; however inclusion of gravity meant that the phase vectors 
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were not parallel. The concept of operator splitting (Bratvedt et.al. 1996) allowed 

the inclusion of gravity terms in the original formulation of streamlines. 

 Initially, streamlines were formulated only for incompressible flow, with flow 

starting at an injector (source) and ending in a producer (sink), with constant 

velocity along each streamline. More recently, compressible flow has been 

introduced into the formulation (Bear 1972), which allows every grid block to act 

as a source or a sink. This development allowed streamline based simulations to 

be used extensively for real field cases. 

Dutta-Gupta (2005) demonstrated the use of streamline derived sensitivities in an 

inversion algorithm to update reservoir models using a full-physics finite difference 

simulator. Mismatches between field data and simulated production were represented by 

a ‘generalized travel time’ at each well. The generalized travel time is defined as the 

optimal time shift at each well that minimizes the mismatch between observed and 

simulated response at the well. The fluid fluxes were obtained from a finite difference 

simulator, and used to trace streamlines. The TOF was then used to compute the 

sensitivity of generalized travel time to reservoir parameters. The model was then 

updated using a generalized travel time inversion technique, by computing changes in 

model parameters based on a least-squares minimization technique using streamline-

derived sensitivity coefficients. The process was repeated until a satisfactory history 

match. 

2.2.6. Evolutionary Algorithms 

Evolutionary computational techniques such as genetic algorithms, evolutionary 

strategies, classifier systems and evolutionary programming, are derived from studies of 

natural evolution and genetics. Of these, genetic algorithms (GAs) and Evolution 
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Strategies (ES) have been found to be particularly robust for solving optimization 

problems in complex systems.  

To imitate a natural selection process, GAs start with an initial population of 

models that are best suited for the problem at hand (Romero et.al. 2000). Individual 

models are then selected according to a stochastic process that favors models with best 

performance, and their ‘genetic’ information is carried over to the next generation using 

recombination and mutation operations. The ‘genetic’ information, in the framework of 

reservoir models, refers to certain properties defined at a few control locations, which 

form the parameter space for the process. Two main operations form the backbone of this 

process: variation operations (recombination and mutation) and selection operations.  

The ES implementation of evolutionary algorithms has a very useful feature not 

found in GAs: self-adaptation of strategy parameters. This means that some parameters 

such as step size (which controls the search of the parameter space) evolve along with 

solutions of the algorithm. The step size has to be optimized for every step, with larger 

rate of variations at the beginning of the optimization and reduced rate of variation as the 

optimum is approached. In ES, the process of mutation is the primary driver for model 

perturbation and generation of new populations (Schulze-Riegert, 2007). In its simplest 

implementation, the mutations are achieved by multiplying initial parameters by normally 

distributed random numbers; however, the mutations can also be constrained between 

user-defined limits.  

The primary drawback of these methods is their slow rate of convergence. The 

convergence could be speeded up using a reduction in the dimension of the parameter 

space (Schulze-Riegert et.al. 2003). This is achieved by combinations of correlated 

parameters, eliminating less important parameters and identifying correlated regions. 

Convergence behavior can also be accelerated by using a gradient-based search method.  
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2.2.7. Neighborhood Approximation Algorithm 

Neighborhood Approximation (NA) algorithms identifies all regions of the 

parameter space that give a good history match to observed data. It then samples from 

these regions to generate new models. This method starts with an initial set of models, 

and then represents the parameter space using Voronoi cells. It constructs a misfit surface 

by solving the forward problem and then samples from this parameter space using the 

neighborhood approximation (probability of all points within a Voronoi cell is constant) 

of Voronoi cells. The sampling is done such that new realizations are concentrated in 

those regions of the parameter space that give good matches to observed data. 

Subbey et.al. (2002) have demonstrated the applicability of this method to 

quantify uncertainty in a synthetic data set. They created a parameter space based on 

twelve parameters, divided the space using Voronoi cells, and then performed a 

structured search using a random walk of the parameter space to find regions of the space 

that gave the best match to observed data. These regions were then used to create new 

models, and the process repeated for a few iterations to generate a set of best matched 

models. Suzuki et.al. (2008) demonstrated the application of NA algorithms for model 

selection from a large ensemble of prior models. They created an initial set of reservoir 

models which encapsulated the prior structural uncertainty and then selected models out 

of that ensemble using a NA based stochastic search of the parameter space. The 

parameter space was defined by a distance measure called Hausdorff distance, which 

quantified the similarity between models based on geological architecture.  

NA-Bayes algorithms have developed into very efficient ways of exploring the 

parameter space and quantifying the uncertainty in history matching. The primary 

disadvantage of this method is the computational cost of creating the parameter space and 

subsequently dividing that into Voronoi regions. 
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2.3 SUMMARY 

The monitoring of CO2 plume during geological storage is important to operators 

and regulators alike. The process of monitoring involves a combination of surface and 

subsurface measurement technologies, together with simulation on robust aquifer models. 

The creation of these models requires an efficient history matching exercise. Over the last 

few decades, history matching has evolved from a process of manual perturbation of 

model parameters to the solution of a non-unique, inversion problem using sophisticated 

optimization techniques. Initial methods of history matching relied on optimizing an 

objective function to find a single minimum, under the assumption that there exists one 

model that truly represents the reservoir. However, it was quickly realized that the 

process of creating a reservoir model involves a large degree of uncertainty arising from 

uncertain geological settings, reservoir structure, and fluid and rock properties, and these 

uncertainties gives rise to multiple ‘correct’ interpretations of the reservoir model. Thus, 

it was more correct to represent the spatial distribution of reservoir parameters as a 

complex, multidimensional surface with multiple minima. New processes have now been 

developed which rely on efficient search of the parameter surface to create multiple 

history-matched models. These best-fit models of the aquifer can be efficiently run 

through a forward model to predict the migration of the CO2 plume. Many forward 

models have been devised to efficiently model plume migration taking into account the 

complete physics of the process. 

In the rest of this report, we will outline two methods of history matching: the first 

describes a method of efficiently integrating geologic data in the process of the match, 

such as to generate models which show a good match to observed field data while being 
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true to the geology; and a second method that stems from the idea of quantification of 

prior uncertainty using a suite of models and refining that suite of models to create a 

subset of posterior models exhibiting the best match to field data. 
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Chapter 3:   Creating History Matched Aquifer Models using the 

Probability Perturbation Technique (ProHMS)  

 

The migration of fluids in a reservoir or aquifer is strongly dependent on the 

distribution of petrophysical properties and reservoir architecture. This implies that an 

accurate model depicting the heterogeneous distribution of petrophysical properties is 

necessary that integrates different types of data including dynamic production data. As 

described in the previous chapter, traditional history matching processes that rely on 

minimization of a mismatch function are not formulated to honor prior geologic 

knowledge. In this chapter, a process of integration of geological properties with dynamic 

data is presented, which creates geologically consistent history-matched models for a 

saline aquifer. However, before a discussion of the history matching process and its 

applicability, it would be instructive to describe the actual field on which the 

implementation of the process will be demonstrated. 

 

3.1. DESCRIPTION OF KRECHBA FIELD 

In Salah is a complex of gas fields located in the Ahnet-Timimoun basin in central 

Algeria. The initial development has been in the Krechba, Teguentoir and Reg fields in 

the northern part of the complex, for supplying gas to Europe. The gas fields contain up 

to 10% CO2, which is above the export specification of 0.3%, and hence requires the 

excess CO2 to be stripped out of the gas. Instead of venting the stripped gas into the 

atmosphere, provisions have been made to compress and re-inject the CO2 into the 

ground for geological carbon sequestration. 
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This work will concentrate only on the Krechba field for applying the history 

matching algorithm. The field is produced by four production wells completed in the gas 

cap and the CO2 stripped out of the produced gas is re-injected into the bottom saline 

aquifer using three horizontal wells (Fig 3.1). 

Figure 3.1    Schematic of gas production and CO2 injection in Krechba (adapted from 

Wright 2007) 

3.1.1. Krechba Field Geology 

The Krechba field is an anticlinal structure from the Carboniferous era, formed 

due to a compressive tectonic phase in the late Carboniferous era. A compressive stress 

regime in the NE-SW direction deformed the sedimentary basin into a series of folds. The 

continued compressive stress led to the formation of some strike-slip faults; however, the 

Krechba formation itself was relatively unfaulted, and the faults and associated fractures 

in the main storage unit of the formation are largely sub-seismic. The current maximum 

stress orientation is in the NW-SE direction. 
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The primary CO2 storage unit lies at a depth of 1800 m below the surface. It is a 

sandstone reservoir deposited in an estuarine environment. The formation is about 20 m 

thick, and overlain by a 905 m thick mudstone that acts as the seal. The faulting in the 

underlying Devonian structure has led to the formation of a fracture network in the 

Krechba, primarily oriented in the SE-NW direction. The reservoir consists of a gas-cap 

down to 1330 m below datum, underlain by a saline aquifer. The sandstone has a porosity 

in the range 15 – 20%, and permeability from 1 md up to 300 md, with a mean 

permeability of 10 md.  

3.1.2. History Matching Objective 

The gas in Krechba is produced by four vertical wells at the top of the anticline 

and the CO2 stripped from the gas is re-injected into the bottom saline aquifer using three 

horizontal wells (Fig 3.2). Injection was initiated in 2004 in two wells (KB-501, KB-

 

Figure 3.2    Layout of producers and injectors at Krechba (from Wright 2007) 
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503), and a third well (KB-502) started injection in 2005. In June 2007, it was noticed 

that CO2 was leaking from the wellhead at an abandoned appraisal well location north- 

west of KB-502 (Ringrose et.al. 2009). Tracer analysis of the CO2 leaking from the 

wellhead confirmed that it originated in well KB-502. Subsequently, injection at well 

KB-502 was stopped and the well was shut-in. The rapid migration of the plume was 

attributed to a high-permeability pathway between the two wells caused by the 

underlying fracture network.  

The purpose of this work is to investigate if the location of the high permeability 

pathway could have been predicted using the injection data prior to the time CO2 leakage 

was observed at the abandoned well location. The primary hypothesis is thus that the 

injection pressure from the well locations is sensitive to heterogeneity variations in the 

reservoir, and thus the pressure response can be used in conjunction with the geological 

information to influence the process of creating a robust model for the reservoir. 

 

3.2. DATA INTEGRATION SCHEME 

Integration of static geological data with dynamic production data is a complex 

process due to the non-linear character of the relation between the two kinds of data. 

Various methods have been developed for this purpose (Wu et.al.1998, Xu and Datta-

Gupta 1997, Hu 2000 and 2001); however, they all suffer from various disadvantages like 

being computationally expensive, or assuming a multi-Gaussian distribution of geological 

properties. Here, we discuss a computationally efficient probabilistic data integration 

scheme that can be easily applied to non-Gaussian reservoir descriptions. The process 

quantifies the probability of the geological property at a given location as a function of a 

dynamic parameter. This dynamic parameter is then optimized over multiple iterations 
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until a global match to the observed production data is achieved. The final model honors 

the geological structure of the reservoir while displaying a good match to the dynamic 

production history data. The process is implemented through an integrated code called 

ProHMS (Srinivasan and Bryant, 2004). 

3.2.1. Permanence of Ratios  

The reservoir property under study (permeability, porosity etc) is modeled as a 

random variable (RV) characterized by a probability distribution. The spatial distribution 

of the property is modeled as a random function characterized by a multivariate, joint 

probability distribution. Each of the local distributions of the RV can be denoted as a 

conditional probability P(A|B), where A is the value of the reservoir property at the 

location u where an estimate is needed and B is the same reservoir property at 

surrounding locations. The objective of data integration is to develop the same estimate 

A, but this time conditioned to not only the hard data and prior geological model but also 

the dynamic production history, i.e. sample from the conditional distribution P(A|B,C). 

Here, A and B have the same definition as before, and C is the dynamic production 

history.  

The joint probability stated above can be calculated using Journel’s (2002) 

permanence of ratio hypothesis. The hypothesis approximates the joint conditional 

probability distribution in terms of the individual conditional probabilities P(A|B) and 

P(A|C) as: 
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The ratio a can be seen as a relative distance to the event A occurring based on 

the prior probability P(A), b is the relative distance to A occurring given the data event B, 

and c is the relative distance to A occurring given data event C. The term x is the relative 

distance to A occurring given both B and C. Thus, the ratio x/b can be interpreted as the 

incremental update in A brought about because C is known. Similarly, the ratio c/a is the 

update in A because of C, in the absence of the data B. The permanence of ratio thus 

states that the incremental relative update brought about by C towards the occurrence of 

A, remains unchanged regardless of the occurrence of B. Due to the nature of the 

equation, the terms b and c can be used interchangeably, which implies that the updating 

of A is independent the hierarchy of data events B and C. 

3.2.2. Calculation of Probabilities 

The permanence of ratios hypothesis (equation 3.1) can be used to calculate the 

joint conditional probability P(A|B,C) as: 

                                         (     )  
 

    
                          (3.3) 

where a, b and c are as defined in equation 3.2. This simplification thus allows us to 

calculate the joint conditional probability from the elemental probabilities P(A), P(A|B) 

and P(A|C).  

The prior probability P(A) can be estimated from geological information. The 

conditional probability P(A|B) is calculated using SISIM (sequential indicator 

simulation). SISIM (Xu and Journel 1994, Deutsch and Journel 1998) relies on kriging of 

indicator values to infer the local conditional cumulative distribution functions (ccdf). 

The indicator value corresponding to a continuous variable z at location u for a threshold 

K is given by: 

                                  (    )  {
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               (3.4) 
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The estimator at an unknown location is expressed as a linear combination of 

indicator values at known data locations for each indicator threshold k as follows: 

[ (    )]
   { (    )}  ∑   (    )[ (     )   { (     )}]

 ( )
       (3.5)   

where λα(u;zk) is the weight assigned to the indicator datum. The weights can be 

calculated by solving the Kriging system for indicators, using either the simple kriging or 

the ordinary kriging formulation. Solving the linear estimator for all the thresholds will 

allow the construction of the ccdf for every location in the grid, and hence estimate the 

joint probability P(A|B). In Eq. 3.5, the quantity  ( ; )kE I zu is simply the prior 

probability of the random variable ( ) kZ zu . The quantity  ( ; ) *kI zu is the updated 

probability or the conditional probability ( ( ) | ( ; ), 1,.., )k k kP Z z I z n  u u . 

The conditional probability P(A|C), however, cannot be calculated so easily due 

to the complex relationship between the static data A and dynamic information C. The 

proposed method for this calculation follows the use of a calibration parameter rD (Caers, 

2002; Srinivasan and Bryant, 2004). This calibration parameter quantifies the probability 

of transition from indicator category k at iteration step l to indicator category k’ at 

iteration step l+1. The process assumes a Markov-chain where the outcome at any step is 

only dependent on the outcome from the previous step. The probability at indicator level 

k’ at step l+1 is thus given by the relation: 

The probability P{I(u) = k’} is the prior probability in A, P(A). The parameter rD 

is an optimization term which is selected iteratively so as to minimize the mismatch 

between the predicted and observed dynamic data. This is implied in Eq. 3.6 because, the 

left hand side as the probability conditioned to the dynamic data C. Thus, the left side of 

 {    ( )       ( )     }      { ( )    }                  (3.6 a)              

 {    ( )       ( )     }    ∑     { ( )    } 
    

           (3.6 b) 
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equation 3.6, upon convergence, gives the conditional probability P(A|C). Barrera (2008) 

showed that the parameter rD controls the orderly transition of the reservoir model from 

the current state at step l to the state at l+1. Higher the value of rD at any step, higher is 

the probability that the current category k at step l will change to a new category k’ at step 

l+1 rendering the realization at that step quite different from the one at step l. 

3.2.3. Workflow for ProHMS 

The process starts with an initial realization which is required to initiate the 

Markov chain. An initial guess is made for rD 
*
, the probability P(A|C) is calculated at a 

simulation location u (using equation 3.6), and combined with P(A|B) and P(A) by the 

permanence of ratios to yield the joint conditional probability at that location 

corresponding to different indicator categories. A Monte-Carlo sampling from this 

distribution then yields an indicator value for that node, and is added to the data set. All 

nodes in the model are similarly visited following a random path, and a new realization is 

generated. This model is run through a full-physics numerical simulator and the 

mismatch with the observed data is calculated as: 

                    (  )  ‖                  (  
   )‖

 
                      (3.7) 

By an iterative adjustment of the deformation parameter rD, the mismatch function 

is minimized to generate a locally-optimized realization. This realization is ‘locally-

optimized’ since it depends on the initial realization for the reservoir. An outer loop of 

optimization is implemented with the locally-optimized realization as the initial model, 

and repeated until there is global optimization of the model. This represents the best 

realization which is geologically consistent and shows the best match to production data.  

The process is summarized in Figure 3.3.  
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3.3. APPLICATION TO KRECHBA 

The process outlined above was applied to match the injection pressure data for 

the Krechba formation as described in section 3.1. The method is tailored to CO2 

sequestration by considering only injection data in the matching process. An average 

production rate was approximated to account for production of natural gas from the top of 

the formation, a feature which is unique to Krechba. A two-step approach is introduced to 

 

Figure 3.3    Outline of the ProHMS algorithm (from Kashib and Srinivasan 2003) 
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stochastically simulate high-permeability features such as oriented sets of natural 

fractures that occupy only a small fraction of the storage formation. The final history-

matched models contain high permeability features consistent with the field observation 

of rapid arrival of injected CO2 at the suspended well and with surface deformation data 

obtained by remote sensing. Details of the history matching process are discussed next. 

3.3.1. ProHMS in Predictive Mode 

The ProHMS algorithm was implemented in predictive mode by constraining the 

injection data to a time before the breakthrough of the plume in the appraisal well.  

To ensure proper material balance in the flow simulator, it was important to 

implement the rates for the injection and production wells correctly. However, the only 

dynamic data available were the rates at the injectors. To assign correct rates of 

production from the gas cap, it was noted that the voidage replacement ratio was 25%. 

Hence, the production wells in the reservoir were replaced by a single producer at the top 

of the anticline, producing at four times the total injection rate as shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4    Production rate approximation using a hypothetical producer 
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3.3.2. Two step Process for Heterogeneous Domains 

While image logs, drilling data, mud losses and core data indicated that fractures 

intersected the injection wells, no specific fracture data along wells were available at the 

time of this study. Thus the histogram of permeability generated using the well 

information does not contain high permeability values corresponding to streaks or 

fractures. It is postulated that the injection data does carry some information about the 

high permeability streaks. In order to account for this information, a first stage history 

match was completed constraining the model both to the permeability histogram 

observed along the wells and the injection data from the three horizontal injectors. In the 

second stage, the match was improved by superimposing streaks of high permeability on 

the background permeability distribution, constrained only by the injection data (Fig 3.5). 

 

Figure 3.5    Schematic of two-step history match process 
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 The initial model was created from a sparse data set, containing only well logs, 

surface contour maps and qualitative description of porosity distribution in the reservoir 

(shown in Figure 3.2). The reservoir was divided into a 50 × 50 grid. The qualitative map 

was scanned and porosity values were assigned to the grid based on the color scale in the 

block. A number of points were then randomly sampled out of this grid and used to create 

indicator variograms for the different categories (high: 0.25, medium: 0.15 and low: 0.05) 

of porosity. The indicator variograms were then used together with the data at the well 

locations in SISIM to generate a model for porosity distribution. A poroperm transform is 

used to convert the porosity distribution map into a permeability map (Fig 3.6 (a)). The 

transform is based on core-derived porosities and permeabilities from wells drilled in the 

aquifer, and given by the relation (Source: internal data made available by the operators): 

                                                                         (3.8) 

where K is permeability in mD and   is porosity expressed as a fraction. 

Figure 3.6    (a) Initial model for background permeability distribution. (b) Final model 

for background permeability 

 This initial map for the background permeability was perturbed using ProHMS 

by conditioning the process to both the hard data (permeability) at well locations and the 
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injection rates from the horizontal wells, and constraining the permeabilities between 0.1 

and 300 mD (Ringrose et al 2009). The process iteratively creates a final model (Fig 3.6 

b) for background permeability that gives the best match to the observed injection data, 

while maintaining the permeability distribution observed in well logs and honoring the 

geology inferred from wireline, core data, image logs and seismic data (Ringrose et al, 

2009). 

The next step was to integrate the high permeability pathways into this model. For 

this purpose, elongated features were superimposed on the background permeability to 

create an initial model which contained randomly distributed high permeability streaks 

together with the best representation of background permeability (Fig 3.7). The streaks 

were preferentially oriented in the SW-NE direction, based on the prior information about 

the current stress field in Krechba. 

Figure 3.7    Initial model for high permeability streaks superimposed on best matched 

model for background permeability 

This initial model was again perturbed using ProHMS, conditioned only to the 

production data without using hard data from well locations (since the well locations did 

not contain information about the fractures). The final model of this series of 
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perturbations yielded a model which contained a high-permeability feature between wells 

KB-5 and KB-502, while also showing a close match to the injection data. 

 

3.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The procedure described above was applied using the data for the three injection 

wells up to July 2006. The CO2 arrived at the abandoned well location sometime between 

August 2006 and June 2007, so the choice of July 2006 is still in the period preceding 

CO2 arrival. The rates were prescribed and the permeability field adjusted to match the 

pressures. The final model generated from the two-step ProHMS run contained a streak 

of large permeability between the abandoned well location and KB-502 (Fig 3.8). The 

existence of such streaks was expected per the modeling procedure and geological 

knowledge as explained above. The importance of the method lies in its ability to predict 

 

Figure 3.8    Final permeability distribution from two-step ProHMS implementation 
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the location of the streak, using data which did not directly indicate abnormal movement 

of the CO2 plume in the form of unexpected breakthrough at a well. 

The location of the streak is in the vicinity of the abandoned well location, even 

though the no hard data were used to condition the second step when the streaks were 

introduced into the model. The streak is consistent with faster-than-expected arrival of 

CO2 at that location. Flow simulation with this final model shows a good match to the 

injection pressure history of KB-502 (250 d < t < 700 d; note that t = 0 corresponds to the 

start of injection in wells KB-501 and KB-503 in August 2004, about 250 days before 

start of injection in KB-502) and also successfully predicts the subsequently observed 

(700 d < t < 1200 d) bottom-hole pressure in this well (Fig 3.9). 

Figure 3.9    Comparison of bottom hole pressure at KB-502 

Given that the second step of the process, where the high permeability streaks 

were introduced into the model, was unconstrained by any hard data at well locations, it 

might be argued that the particular location of the streak between the wells could be a 
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random fluctuation and might not be reproduced consistently in multiple runs. Hence, to 

test the validity of the two-step method, the history match process was repeated for 

multiple initial realizations. The final updated permeability models corresponding to the 

initial suite of realizations were averaged. The proximity of the high permeability feature  

Figure 3.10    High permeability streaks near abandoned appraisal well and from KB-501 

consistently appear when the two-step probabilistic history match is 

repeated from different initial realizations. (a) Average model from 10 

realizations. (b) Surface deformation data (from Onuma et.al. 2008) near 

KB-501 consistent with inferred streak. 

to the abandoned well location was preserved in all the runs, showing up as a streak in the 

average model (Fig 3.10 (a)). In contrast, the streaks in most other parts of the reservoir 

were averaged out. The average model in Figure 3.10 (a) also shows a substantial 

elongated streak near well KB-501. The probable presence of this streak is consistent 

with satellite surface deformation data (Fig 3.10 (b)). The deformation indicates pressure 

elevation in the formation extending from the injector KB-501 in a NW-SE direction. 

This orientation is perpendicular to the up-dip direction and indicates the strong 

preferential migration of the plume along the direction of the predicted high permeability 

(a)  (b)  
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streak. As with the streak near the abandoned well location, the existence of a streak 

associated with KB-501 is not surprising. But the inference of its specific location from 

the injection data and from a general knowledge of the geology (existence and orientation 

of streaks) confirms the utility of this approach. 

 

3.5. SUMMARY 

A two-step probabilistic history-matching process for heterogeneous formations is 

implemented in ProHMS. It is applied with data from the Krechba formation in the In 

Salah gas project to predict the location of high permeability feature between the 

abandoned appraisal well and well KB-502. This feature might be responsible for the 

faster-than-expected migration of CO2 from KB-502 in a direction away from the up-dip 

direction. Only injection data prior to the arrival of CO2 is used in the history match. This 

method successfully predicts the location of a large scale feature between the wells of 

interest, and the repeatability of the process is also demonstrated. The following key 

points should be noted: 

1. The initial realization used for the history matching process has to be consistent 

with prior geologic knowledge whether hard (well logs) or soft (orientation of 

stress field) in order to generate results which are meaningful. In the case of the 

Krechba formation, the existence and orientation of fractures are necessary inputs. 

If fracture related data or statistics are not imposed on the updated models, there 

is no possibility of obtaining such features in the final updated models. 

2. A very sparse set of dynamic data, in this case only injection pressure data can be 

used very effectively with ProHMS to constrain the final models so as to reflect 

the dynamic characteristics accurately. 
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3. The two-step process described here takes into account the effect of the matrix 

and fracture permeabilities separately. This proved necessary to honor the 

available information along wells while at the same time impose high 

permeability streaks that are not observed in the well information. 

4. The original motivation for this application was to determine whether injection 

data held an early indication of the preferential flow path to the abandoned well 

location in the Krechba sequestration project. Interestingly, the process yielded an 

average model that also has a large streak near KB-501. The location of this 

streak subsequently was supported by satellite data. 
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Chapter 4: Model Selection algorithm 

 

4.1. MOTIVATION 

The probabilistic history matching method (ProHMS) outlined in the previous 

chapter, while providing an efficient method of integrating reservoir geological 

information (given by indicator variograms and histograms) with dynamic data 

(injection/production rates/pressures), suffers from some drawbacks. It was pointed out in 

chapter 2 that the uncertainty integral to almost all the data which goes into a reservoir 

simulator is best captured by creating multiple history-matched realizations of the 

reservoir model. ProHMS creates a single history-matched model, which makes it 

impossible to reflect the prior uncertainty in the geologic model. Multiple realizations 

would require the algorithm to be implemented with multiple initial models, which is 

computationally expensive. Further, the dynamic rate data used in the process are more 

likely influenced by the connectivity of the reservoir taken as a whole rather than 

individual pixel value of permeability. These reasons make the pixel-wise perturbations 

of a single reservoir model inefficient. 

In this chapter, a model selection algorithm for history-matching has been 

discussed. The process refines an initial suite of aquifer models representing the prior 

uncertainty, to create a posterior set of subsurface models that reflect dynamic flow 

characteristics consistent with field-observed data. The posterior set of models can be 

used to represent the uncertainty in prediction for the reservoir of interest. Although the 

potential sources of prior uncertainty are numerous (structural, geological, fluid 

properties, petrophysical properties), the focus of this work is the characterization of 

uncertainty in permeability distribution only. However, the process can be adapted to 
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characterize uncertainty from other sources. The applicability of the method is validated 

using the field data set from In Salah as was used to validate ProHMS in the preceding 

chapter. 

 

4.2. MODEL SELECTION ALGORITHM: DESCRIPTION OF METHOD 

Given significant uncertainty in the information used to create aquifer models, it 

seems reasonable that there should be a residual uncertainty in the predictions derived 

from these models. This is especially important in the framework of CO2 monitoring, 

since regulators and operators need to be able to probabilistically quantify the risk 

associated with different sequestration projects. One method to address this issue of 

uncertainty in predictions is to create multiple history-matched models, all of which are 

equiprobable given the available data. The predictions from these models can be used for 

quantifying uncertainties in the extent of the plume. 

The method outlined here selects a set of most probable models out of a larger 

suite of models reflecting the prior uncertainty. Given that data for developing the 

reservoir model may be only sparsely available, and that seismic data inform reservoir 

heterogeneity at a resolution considerably coarser than the geocellular modeling scale, 

there is significant uncertainty associated with the prior models of the aquifer. This 

uncertainty is represented in the modeling procedure through a suite of aquifer models 

rather than one deterministic model. These initial models are grouped on the basis of their 

similarity in flow characteristics as evaluated using a proxy such as random walker. 

Principal component analysis followed by cluster analysis is used to effectively partition 

the model space into groups. The actual observed injection data are compared with the 

simulated response for each model cluster. A particular cluster is selected based on a 
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Bayesian calculation of posterior probabilities. The model grouping and selection 

procedure is repeated on the selected cluster. At the end of the iterative model selection 

process, the conjecture is that the final group of models will all share important spatial 

features that strongly influence the posterior probability dynamic production behavior 

exhibited by the reservoir.  

4.2.1. Initial Suite of Models  

As opposed to the probability perturbation method demonstrated in the previous 

chapter (Pro-HMS) that works on updating permeability values at a pixel level, the model 

selection method proposed here works directly in the realization space of the random 

function (RF) model. In traditional geostatistical approaches, the conditional probability 

P(A|B) assumes that A is a simulation event at a pixel level (e.g. permeability at a 

location u) and B are the available data. In this new approach, A will be a model 

realization of the RF (i.e., it will be all the pixels taken jointly). Thus P(A|B) will be the 

conditional probability of a model given the data and the prior geological interpretation. 

At the end of the model selection process we get the posterior probability P(A|B,C) given 

the injection data C, i.e. the probability of a model given both the injection and static data 

(as well as prior geological knowledge). This posterior probability is visualized through 

the models in the final set of models. If the distribution P(A|B,C) exhibits a peaked 

structure, this implies that the available data cause some of the models to be preferred 

over others. The history matching (injection data integration) approach therefore becomes 

an exercise in selecting the most plausible model(s) guided by the available data. 

The new framework starts with a whole suite of plausible models for the 

particular subsurface system being studied. Uncertainty about the reservoir geology could 

be both with regards to depositional environment or structure of the flow units. Even 
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when the depositional environment is certain, there could be uncertainty about the 

distribution of heterogeneity within the larger scale complexes. For example, a fluvial 

channel complex might be evident from seismic data; however, there would still be 

uncertainty about the exact locations of the sand facies within the channel complex. 

Uncertainty could also stem from differences in inferring the correlation for spatial 

distribution of features (variogram inference). The set of prior models should thus reflect 

uncertainty both in depositional environments and aquifer architecture.  

4.2.2. Proxy Model and Responses 

The flow performance of prior models created for the reservoir or aquifer need to 

be assessed in order to group and compare them to actual field data. Given that the 

migration of the CO2 plume is a strong function of hydraulic connectivity within the 

aquifer, the assessment of the models can be done only on this basis. A full-physics flow 

simulator could be used for this purpose; however, given that the motivation at this stage 

is to only group the models based on similarity in hydraulic connectivity, any fast proxy 

which incorporates the proper physics of flow would suffice. 

In this work, a random-walker based proxy has been used as a fast approximation 

to a flow simulator. The proxy tracks particle movement through the aquifer based on 

rock properties like permeability and structural properties like depth, and has been 

demonstrated to be a good approximation to fluid migration when compared to a 

commercial flow simulator, shown by running the same model through a numerical 

simulator (Figure 4.1(c)) and the proxy (Figure 4.1(b)). The permeability distribution in 

the model has been shown in Figure 4.1(a). The model dips down from east to west, and 

represents a portion of an aquifer, with constant rate fluid injection at the center. The 

proxy has been described in full details in section 4.3.1. 
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Figure 4.1    Comparison of CO2 plume as inferred from (a) Permeability field of model, 

(b) Random-walk based proxy, and (c) commercial simulator. 

4.2.3. Model Grouping 

The suite of prior models is processed through a fast transfer function model such 

as a streamline simulator or a random walker. The fast transfer function model is a proxy 

for the fluid flow model and is only used to rapidly gauge the comparative performance 

of the prior models.  Denoting the response of the proxy function on the prior model z
l
(u) 

  u ∊ Domain as f 
l
(u) and assuming that there are L prior models, we can calculate a 

similarity matrix: 

(a)   

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

North 
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      [
       

   
       

]        (4.1) 

where the similarity measures dij between models i and j are defined as     

‖  ( )    ( )‖. Multivariate classification techniques such as Principal Component 

Analysis and/or K-means cluster analysis (described next) would yield a grouping of 

reservoir models in terms of similarity of response of the proxy function. 

Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) can be defined as the orthogonal projection 

of a dataset onto a lower-dimensional linear space such that the variance of the projected 

data is maximized (Hotelling 1933). The motivation behind PCA lies in the fact that 

points in many data sets, though represented by a large number of variables, can actually 

be represented by a manifold of much lower dimensionality than the original data space. 

For example, Bishop (2006) describes a data set comprising readings at specific time 

intervals from 6 gamma-ray detectors, used for measuring distributions of oil, water and 

gas phases in pipelines. Each point in the dataset, representing readings at a particular 

time, was thus made up of 12 variables (2 readings from each detector). However, all the 

points lie close to a two-dimensional manifold embedded within this twelve-dimensional 

dataset. The reduction of the original 12-dimensional dataset to a lower two dimensional 

manifold can be achieved using PCA. 

K-means clustering 

After the models have been projected to a lower dimensional space, it is 

preferable to group the models in terms of common characteristics. The K-means 

clustering algorithm for identifying groups of data points in a multi-dimensional space 

was introduced by Lloyd in 1982. The number of clusters has to be predefined. The 

algorithm proceeds as follows: 
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1. Choose some random location for each cluster centroid. So, if there are N clusters, 

N initial locations will be chosen 

2. Assign each point to a cluster centroid based on proximity to that centroid 

3. Recalculate the centroids based on the cluster assignments from the previous step 

4. Return to step 2 

The process is repeated until the recalculation of cluster centroid in step 2 does 

not cause the centroids to move. The process is quite efficient for small datasets. The 

disadvantage of the algorithm lies in its inability to deal very well with outliers, and its 

requirement that the number of clusters be pre-specified. 

It should be emphasized that this grouping procedure might result in geological 

models representing different environments/architecture getting grouped together. This 

would indicate that despite overt differences in geology, these models exhibit similar 

connectivity characteristics that have predominantly similar influence on the observed 

dynamic data. This feature will also be exploited below to provide a quantitative estimate 

of uncertainty in the location of the plume.  

Based on the distances between the models that make up a cluster, an average 

realization representative of the cluster can be computed by performing distance-

weighted averaging of the realizations making up the cluster. Alternatively, any of the 

models in a cluster could be retrieved as a representative model for that cluster. We 

denote these representative models as ( ), 1,...,mz m Mu , where M is the number of 

clusters identified. Since all these M models are each conditioned to the same available 

well information (such as log/core data etc.), they are each equally plausible. In that case, 

the prior probability of each model cluster can be given by p(z
m
(u)) = 1/M. This uniform 

prior would be a representation of maximum prior uncertainty. Alternatively, given that 
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all the models in the initial set are equally probable, the prior probability for a cluster 

could be the ratio of the number of models in that cluster to the total number of models. 

4.2.4. Bayesian Probability Updating based on Observed Performance 

The process of Bayesian updating of cluster probabilities was adapted from the 

work of Mantilla (2010). The objective is to derive the posterior probability 

( ( ) | )
m

ref
p z RFu  i.e. the updated probability for the M models given the observed injection 

response. This can be computed by a straightforward application of Bayes’ rule:   

  (  ( )      )  
 (       

 ( ))

 (     )
  (  ( ))          (4.2) 

 

Figure 4.2    Probability envelopes (
___

) around history (•••), together with simulated response 

(---). Likelihood is calculated for the simulated response. 
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Flow simulations with the full physics of the flow process of interest performed 

on the M representative models yield the corresponding responses    ( )        . 

Given the observed injection history RFref, the deviation   
  ‖         ( )‖ is 

computed for every time interval. Assuming a Gaussian probability distribution for the 

mismatch with the mean as 
refRF  and the variance 2

m


 
 for every time interval given as 

the maximum spread in pressures calculated across all the clusters at that time interval, 

probability envelopes can be constructed around the mean response. The probability 

assigned to an envelope is the probability that the deviation from history will be less than 

or equal to that value of the response at every time interval. The likelihood p{RFref | 

z
m
(u)} can then be represented as the position of the cluster response within the 

probability envelope. For example, if the probability envelopes are as shown in figure 

4.2, the likelihood of a model given by the dotted line will be the maximum deviation 

from the history, which here corresponds to 0.42. The prior probability of the response 

ref
RF  within the pool of M responses for the reduced models i.e. ( )

ref
p RF can also be 

calculated using the law of total probability by pooling together the responses for the M 

reduced models as: 

           (     )  ∑  (       
 ( ))

 

   
  (  ( ))            (4.3) 

4.2.5. Iterative Model Selection 

After one application of the above process, a group m that exhibit flow response 

most similar to the observed injection data is identified. It is quite likely that a one-time 

application of this process would not yield a satisfactory match to the observed injection 

history. Consequently the process is repeated using the member models that make up the 

group m. Multivariate classification (cluster analysis or PCA) is performed in order to 

further subdivide the member of group m. Application of the Bayes’ rule now will yield 
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the subgroup '(m
iz u)  

for iteration i=2. Repeated application of the process therefore 

further refines the selection of the model cluster that is closest to the observed injection 

history. A stopping criterion can be defined either on the basis of the number of models 

left in the refined cluster, or on the basis of updated posterior probabilities. The entire 

process is summarized in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3    Detailed schematic of the history matching algorithm (Bhowmik 2010) 
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4.3. DETAILS OF PROXY MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

The specifics of the model-selection algorithm implemented in the different steps 

of the process are given below: 

4.3.1. Description of the Proxy Model 

The usual approach for comparing the dynamic production/injection behavior of 

all available reservoir models to the history is to run a full-physics flow simulation on 

each. This is, however, computationally cumbersome. An alternative is to formulate a 

proxy for the flow physics that does not require solving detailed pressure/saturation 

equations. The use of a proxy is appropriate here since the objective is to only 

discriminate between groups of models on the basis of their flow connectivity, making an 

accurate numerical representation of flow unnecessary.  

A random walker has been used to approximate the flow response through the 

reservoir models. The algorithm introduces particles at an injection site (injection well 

grid block) in a model of the reservoir, and tracks the subsequent movement of the 

injected particles through the model. The movement of a particle from any grid block to 

any of the adjacent grid blocks is dictated by the transition probability from that grid 

block. The transition probability is calculated for each grid block at each time. The 

particle movement is random in that the actual transition from a grid block is based on a 

Monte-Carlo sampling of the transition probability distribution for that grid block. The 

transition probability is computed as a function of different factors as 

               (   )   (                        )               (4.4) 

where NA-B is the difference in the number of particles between grid block A and grid 

block B, AvgPermA+B is the average permeability of grid blocks A and B, NB is the 

number of particles in grid block B, and PrA-B is the pressure difference between grid 
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blocks A and B. These factors driving the transition probability are explained here in 

more detail: 

1. Difference in particle count between the current and neighboring grid blocks: The 

particle count is analogous to a concentration term. The higher the difference in 

the particle count (analogous to a concentration gradient), higher the probability 

of transition. 

2. Permeability: This is the harmonic average permeability between the current grid 

block and the neighboring grid block calculated using user-defined values of 

permeability for the reservoir model in question. A higher average permeability is 

analogous to a higher transmissibility between the two blocks, and thus translates 

to a higher transition probability. 

3. Particle count in the target grid block: A maximum and minimum particle count 

is defined for each grid block. As the number of particles already present in the 

target block keeps increasing, the transition probability keeps decreasing. When 

the particle count in the target grid block is equal to the maximum, the probability 

of transition to that grid block is zero. This is to mimic the effect of fluid 

compressibility on the areal migration of the CO2 plume.  

4. Local pressure gradient: This is the regional gradient due to gravity, and captures 

the structure of the grid. In case of a flat grid, this value will be zero, and the 

effects of structure will not be represented in the transition probability. The value 

is calculated from the initial pressure distribution in a numerical simulator for 

each model in the ensemble. 

To account for the compressive nature of the fluid, every grid block is assigned a 

value for the number of particles it can accommodate, which is the difference in the 

maximum and minimum particles count. The minimum particle count ensures some 
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accumulation in every grid. Every particle not only has a probability of transitioning to a 

neighboring grid block but also of staying at the current location. This ‘probability of 

non-transition’ depends on the number of particles currently present in the grid block. 

Higher the number of current particles, lower is the probability of non-transition. This 

also implies that if the number of particles is less than the minimum particle count for the 

grid block, the probability of non-transition is 1, and if it is equal to or exceeds the 

maximum particle count for the grid block, the probability of non-transition is 0. 

Once a particle is injected, it is followed through all its subsequent transitions 

until it reaches a location from where it cannot move. Then, the next particle is 

introduced at the injection grid block and the process is repeated. Once all the models 

have been run through the random walker, a quantity analogous to pressure is calculated 

from the final particle distribution in each model. The pressure analog in any grid is a 

product of two factors: exponential of the distance of that grid block from all other grid 

blocks containing at least one particle, and the particle count in those grid blocks. The 

ratio of particle count in every grid block to the number of particles that the grid block 

can accommodate is an analog for CO2 saturation.  

Several walker statistics in terms of the saturation and pressure analogs (like time 

for first particle to reach a particular location, maximum value of the pressure analog 

reached at a particular location etc.) can be retained for further analysis. It is to be noted 

that some of these statistics might exhibit a strong degree of correlation with one another. 

In order to render these responses independent (at least linearly) to each other, principal 

component analysis is performed. 
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4.3.2. Principal Component Analysis and Clustering 

The aim of principal components analysis (PCA) is to project the models 

described by the summary random walker statistics described above onto an orthogonal 

set of axes. The n×n covariance matrix (C) between the random walker statistics is 

calculated first and then subjected to Eigen decomposition. The models are projected on 

to the space defined on the basis of eigenvectors corresponding to the leading 

eigenvalues, also termed as the principal components. K-means cluster analysis of the 

projected models is subsequently performed. 

As mentioned in section 4.2.4, one of the problems with K-means clustering is the 

decision on the number of clusters for the dataset. This problem is addressed by repeating 

the clustering for different numbers of clusters, and evaluating the effectiveness of the 

number of clusters based on an objective function. The number of clusters that minimizes 

the objective function is chosen as the optimum number of clusters for the dataset. This 

process is described in details later in section 4.4.3. 

The representative model for each cluster of reservoir models has to encompass 

the different geological features of all the models within the cluster. A weighted 

averaging process is used for this purpose, where the weight given to a model is inversely 

proportional to the distance of the model from the cluster centroid. This serves to 

highlight the features that are common to most of the models while averaging out the 

features which are present only in some models but not common to the cluster. However, 

this average model will not reflect key statistics such as the histogram of heterogeneity 

features for the reservoir under study. So, a histogram transformation of the average 

model to the target histogram for the region (same as the histogram of any of the starting 

models) is subsequently carried out, which creates the representative model. These 
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representative models (one for each cluster) are then run through a full flow simulator in 

order to compare them to the field history. 

4.3.3. Bayesian Calculation of Posterior Probabilities 

Once the representative models are run through the flow simulator, they have to 

be compared to the actual field history to find the cluster whose response is most similar 

to the field history, which will contain the models whose geology is closest to actual 

reservoir geology. 

The quantitative calculation starts with the assumption that at any given time, the 

mismatch of response of the different models from the history follows a Gaussian 

distribution, with the mean of the distribution given by the simulated flow response and 

the standard deviation given by the maximum difference between the simulated response 

and the history across the entire suite of prior models. Using these values of mean and 

standard deviation, the probability of the field data given the simulation result i.e.

( | )m

refp RF RF  where RF
m
 is the response calculated on the representative model, can be 

calculated. The probability of a cluster given the field history ( | )m

refp RF RF  can then be 

calculated using Bayes’ rule as discussed in section 4.2.4 and equation 4.2. 

Once the probability of each cluster is calculated, the models in the cluster with 

the highest probability are identified. It is quite likely that a single application of the 

above described process will not yield a satisfactory match to the field history. 

Consequently, the process is repeated using the smaller set of models identified at the end 

of previous step. The process iteratively narrows in on a smaller set of models whose 

response is closest to the field history. The process is terminated when the clusters 

become equiprobable when updated or when the number of models in the cluster 
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becomes too small, giving us a refined cluster of models that are closest to the field 

history, and also have consistent geological features. 

 

4.4. APPLICATION OF MODEL SELECTION TO THE KRECHBA DATASET 

The model selection process outlined above was implemented on the Krechba 

data set for the In Salah gas project described in chapter 3. The objective in applying the 

model selection algorithm to this field was to test retrospectively whether knowledge of 

the local geology (the NW-SE trend in fracture orientation) together with the injection 

history for the period preceding breakthrough in well KB-5 would have been sufficient to 

infer the specific location of the high permeability channel. The dynamic data used to 

condition the models were constrained prior to the time of arrival of the plume at the 

abandoned appraisal well. The existence of fractures was established before CO2 

injection, as image logs, drilling records, mud losses and core measurements all indicated 

fractures in the vicinity of the injection wells. However, the location of particular fracture 

(or set of fractures) that specifically connected KB-502 and the abandoned well was not 

known. The objective of the model selection process is to ascertain the location of 

fractures especially in the vicinity of well KB-5. 

4.4.1. Prior Model Generation 

The process was initiated with a suite of 400 models. The models depict the 

spatial variations in matrix permeability, overlain with high permeability streaks at 

various positions and orientations (Fig 4.4). This is consistent with observations 

regarding presence of high permeability features resulting in unexpectedly rapid 

breakthrough of CO2 at the abandoned well. In order to create the matrix permeability 

distribution, a sequential indicator simulation (Goovaerts, 1998) algorithm was used, 
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together with hard data at well locations (JIP, 20091) and variograms for permeability. 

The variograms were created from a qualitative map of reservoir porosity, similar to the 

one in Figure 3.2 in the previous chapter. 

Figure 4.4    Sample reservoir models showing different high permeability streak 

direction 

The map in Figure 3.2 was digitized, and porosity values assigned to the various 

colors, with red having a mean value of 0.25, yellow a value of 0.15, and green a value of 

0.05. Points were then randomly sampled out of the digitized map, and these sampled 

points were used to create indicator variograms which describe the spatial relations for 

porosity corresponding to the three categories of porosity. Based on the examination of 

well logs at the injectors, three reservoir intervals were identified. A common variogram 

model was assumed for all the three layers. Since a correlation between porosity and 

permeability has been identified for this reservoir
1
, the same variograms were considered 

suitable for permeability. The high permeability streaks were superimposed on top of the 

matrix permeability distribution, to depict high permeability pathways expected in the 

                                                 
1 Data available from the Geologic CO2 Storage Joint Industry Project at the University of Texas at Austin 
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region (Ringrose et al., 2009), and attributed to the NW-SE trending fracture network. 

The orientation of the streaks varied between azimuths of    
to     over all the models. 

4.4.2. Running the Random Walker 

The flow characteristics of the prior models were assessed using the random 

walker simulation. The random walk responses studied were analog of pressure history at 

the injection well, as well as for the pressure history at four proxy-measurement locations 

arranged in a square around the injector (Figure 4.5). In this case, for the purpose of 

grouping models based on the connectivity between wells KB-502 and KB-5, the location 

of the proxy-measurement locations in a small square around the injector was adequate.  

Since the objective at this stage is to group the models based on their dynamic 

characteristics, it was not necessary for the monitoring locations used in the random walk 

simulation to coincide with the actual locations of wells for which the injection 

 

Figure 4.5    Sample prior model, showing the injector and monitoring locations used for 

the random walker  
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information is available. The locations for monitoring the proxy responses are such that 

we can efficiently discriminate between models on the basis of particles count at the 

monitoring location. The specific statistics derived for each monitoring location from the 

‘pressure’ history described above were: 

 Average value of ‘pressure’, which would be strongly affected by the average 

distribution of particles around the particular location, taken over all steps of the 

walker  

 Maximum value of ‘pressure’, which would be affected by the maximum particle 

count around the location 

 Time when maximum ‘pressure’ was reached, which would be affected by the 

rapidity with which the particles travelled towards a particular location from the 

injection point. 

 A total of 15 response statistics (5 wells, each with 3 statistics) were recorded to 

define each model. An eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix (size: 15×15) 

showed that there were only four leading eigenvalues, and so only the four leading 

eigenvectors were used as the principal component axes. The models were then projected 

onto these four principal axes, which by virtue of the eigenvalue decomposition are 

orthogonal to each other (at least in a linear sense). 

4.4.3. Model Clustering 

The models were divided into clusters of models using the K-means clustering 

algorithm (Bishop, 2006). The drawback with traditional implementations of the 

clustering algorithm is that the user has to specify the number of clusters needed before 

the clustering starts. To get around this problem, an objective function was defined, given 

as the ratio of sum of within-cluster distances of all the models from the center of that 
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particular cluster to the sum of distances between cluster centers. This can be represented 

as follows: 

                   ∑ ∑        
 
   ∑ ∑    

 
   
   

 
   ⁄                                    (4.5) 

Here j,k refer to the cluster indices, while i refers to the model within a cluster. Hence, 

di→j is the distance between model i in cluster j from the cluster centroid, and djk is the 

distance between centroids of cluster j and k. 

The value of the objective function plotted against the number of clusters (Fig 

4.6) is monitored and the optimum number of clusters is picked that minimizes the 

objective function to a reasonable degree. The optimum number of clusters in Figure 4.6 

is 7 such that each cluster has enough number of models for continuing the model 

selection process iteratively. 

 

Figure 4.6    Plot of the objective function (equation 4.5) against number of clusters 
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4.4.4. Representative Model 

The weighted average of the models in each cluster provided an idea of the spatial 

arrangement of features exhibited by that cluster. A histogram transformation was 

performed to get the final model. A total of seven representative models were created for 

the seven clusters, and run through a full flow simulator (Figure 4.7).  

 The results from the simulator were compared to the field history, using the 

bottom-hole pressure of well KB-502, in order to choose the most probable cluster for the 

next set of iterations. The calculation of updated probability of each cluster was 

performed according to equation 4.2 and section 4.2.4 stated previously. For example, 

suppose the probability envelopes are as shown in figure 4.8, and it is desired to calculate 

 

Figure 4.7    Aquifer model clustering, showing the representative model for each cluster 
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the updated probability of two clusters A and B, whose responses are given by the dashed 

lines in the figure (the dotted line is the observed response). Over all the time intervals in 

the figure, the dashed line has a minimum probability envelope for response of A of 0.5 

and for response of B of 0.4. Then, the updated probability of cluster A is given by: 

 

 ( )  
   

       
           

4.4.5. Final Cluster of Models 

The process of model selection was terminated after two iterations. The models in 

the final cluster were individually run through the full flow simulator and compared to 

 

Figure 4.8    Example calculation of probability from probability envelopes for two 

hypothetical cluster responses 
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the field results (in terms of bottom hole pressure of KB-502). It was found that the 

models were a good match to the actual pressure history from the field (Figure 4.9).  

 

Figure 4.9   Pressure response for some models in the final cluster compared to field data  

Figure 4.9 also shows some mismatch between the simulated pressures and the 

field observations, especially during early and late times. This mismatch can be attributed 

to the value assigned to the high permeability streaks. The value of permeability in the 

streaks varies between 1 D to 4 D; however, at the time of this study, an average value of 

2.5 D was used for the streaks, which led to an underestimation of pressure rise and fall 

in early and late times respectively. 
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Figure 4.10(a) shows some models from the final cluster. It can be seen that these 

models all depict a high permeability streak in the vicinity of KB-502 extending close to 

the abandoned well KB-5. This is also confirmed by Figure 4.10(b) that shows the 

average computed over all the models belonging to the final cluster. The model selection 

process therefore yielded results that were consistent with the observed characteristics in 

the field. 

It should be noted that the cluster is not just composed of models with streaks 

aligned at an approximate 45° azimuth (which is the direction of the fracture network in 

the field), but also of models with streaks aligned in other directions. This shows that the 

injection rate data are insufficient to constrain the exact orientation of the high 

(a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.10    (a) Sample of models from the final history-matched cluster (b) Average 

model from final cluster, showing the high-permeability streak between the 

wells reinforced 
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permeability features. However, preferential orientation of such high permeability 

features based on prior geologic information can be imposed on the prior models and in 

that case the posterior set will exhibit features whose orientation is also constrained.  

 

4.5. SUMMARY 

The distance-metric model selection algorithm provides an innovative method for 

finding an optimum set of models conditioned to reservoir geology and 

production/injection data that reflect the observed flow characteristics. The method takes 

into consideration the prior geological uncertainty. Random walkers driven by a simple 

transition probability function provide a proxy model for fluid flow in the reservoirs that 

is effective in discriminating the connectivity characteristics exhibited by different 

models. The Bayesian posterior probabilities are calculated considering the distance of 

the simulated response of representative models from the reference. Application of the 

approach to a partial history of field injection data yielded a most probable set of models 

that contained high permeability streaks in the region between a CO2 injector and a 

location where CO2 was subsequently observed to arrive earlier than expected. The 

method is amenable to incremental data assimilation as the additional data can be used to 

resolve the clusters further.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

This report described two methods used for efficient integration of static 

geological information with dynamic field data to create geologically consistent history 

matched model(s) for the reservoir. The first was a pixel-based probability perturbation 

scheme implemented using a code in C++ (ProHMS). This method, however, had certain 

disadvantages, which were addressed by the model-selection approach. The applicability 

of both methods was demonstrated using a real field data set.  

5.1. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results described in the previous chapters, the following conclusions 

can be drawn for the use of ProHMS: 

 Computation of the joint conditional probability for reservoir variables 

conditioned to static and dynamic data using the ‘Permanence of Ratios’ 

hypothesis is an efficient method for integration of data from various sources into 

the history match. The process requires knowledge of the initial heterogeneity 

distribution, and this has to be consistent with prior geological knowledge. 

 Use of ProHMS for a reservoir with multiple scales of heterogeneity would 

require the use of a step-wise implementation of the algorithm. The introduction 

of the matrix and fracture permeabilities in two separate steps was very effective 

in capturing the permeability distribution for the In Salah field case. The process 

can be used in a predictive mode to determine uncertain heterogeneity features 

that may drive future preferential fluid migration in a reservoir. 
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 Unlike other history matching procedures that only perturb reservoir properties at 

a pixel-level, in the probability perturbation method, the probability distribution at 

a location conditioned to the available static and dynamic information is 

perturbed. The method therefore hinges on the updating of local uncertainty using 

available information instead of only perturbing only sample/estimate values. 

Despite its several advantages, ProHMS suffers from some drawbacks. The 

process creates a single history-matched reservoir model starting from a single prior 

model for spatial variability of the reservoir attribute of interest. The method thus fails to 

capture the prior uncertainty associated with the initial model. Secondly, the dynamic rate 

data used in the match are more likely influenced by the connectivity in the reservoir as a 

whole, and thus may not be captured very well by using a pixel-based deformation. The 

model selection algorithm addressed these challenges while retaining the ability to 

integrate static and dynamic data in the history-match. 

 Prior geological uncertainty can be captured in the history-matching process by 

implementation of the algorithm on a suite of probable models created from prior 

geological information. 

 A random-walker based proxy model provides a good approximation to a full-

physics numerical simulator. The use of a simplified model is justified here, since 

the objective of the process is merely to distinguish models and does not require 

the use of exact solutions to flow equations. 

 Using a Bayesian scheme for updating the prior probability of geological models 

by conditioning them to dynamic data is very effective in choosing the most 

appropriate model cluster at any step of the process. Since the initial model set 

reflects geological uncertainty, and the Bayesian updating reflects the uncertainty 
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in dynamic behavior, the use of model selection also provides an efficient method 

for integration of uncertainties from various sources. 

 The final set of models represents the residual uncertainty in the limit of the 

available data. This uncertainty may be further reduced by using more data from 

other sources; the process is expected to always terminate at a cluster containing a 

finite number of models, however small, thus ensuring that the inherent 

uncertainty in history matching is always honored. 

 

5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The application of the model selection algorithm is by no means a conclusive 

work. Rather, the current implementation of the process is only a starting point for an 

obviously powerful method that requires refinement before it can become more widely 

applicable. At this point this research project envisions the following future 

developments: 

 The model selection process has been applied to a field case to infer large-scale 

heterogeneities. A typical reservoir environment, however, is composed of 

features at different length scales. For example, a deep-water turbidite reservoir 

would, on a large scale, be composed of lobes. However, these lobes would have 

different kinds of distribution of sands and shales within the lobes. There would 

also be another scale of heterogeneities at the margins of the lobes. Given that the 

process is highly dependent on the initial set of models, there is a need to create 

robust models that can correctly capture these different scales of heterogeneity.  

 The random-walk based proxy has been implemented as analogous to single-

phase fluid movement in a reservoir. While it serves its purpose for the case 
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described in this report, capturing uncertainties in the fluid flow characteristics 

would require modifications to the random walker to use relative permeability 

relations in place of absolute permeabilities. 

 The proxy measurement locations are expected to have significant effects on the 

effectiveness of the cluster creation. The current work required the inference of 

location of a streak in the vicinity of a particular well, and hence placing the 

monitoring locations in a square around that particular injector was an obvious 

choice. However, the ability of proxy measurements to form the basis for cluster 

creation is expected to be strongly dependent on various geometrical and 

petrophysical properties of heterogeneity features. A more robust method needs to 

be devised for placing these proxy locations such that the model grouping can be 

put on a firmer basis. 

 The model-selection process currently selects incrementally smaller model 

clusters conditioned to dynamic data. An obvious drawback of such a process is 

that the process might well terminate due to lack of available models rather than a 

limit on the ability of available data to provide further improvement in posterior 

probability of clusters. One solution to the problem of insufficient models is to 

use the best-fit models at every step of model selection as conditioning data to 

create a newer set of models. This would create a richer set of models that honor 

common features within clusters while introducing further uncertainties in other 

parts of the reservoir. This process can then be expected to incrementally add new 

features to different areas/volumes of the reservoir, and yield a set of final models 

that are much more geologically relevant. 
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Appendix: C++ code for implementation of a fast proxy to numerical 

simulator using a random walker 

#include <iostream> 

#include <iomanip.h> 

#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 
#include <time.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <string.h> 
#include <windows.h> 

#include <cstdio> 

 
const int MAX_models = 102, sizex = 102, sizey = 102, sizez = 2, MAXsteps = 5005, MAX_monitor = 20; 

char Parfile[80],Prfile[250],Sfile[250],cs_pr[250],Cfile[180],temp[10],Bfile[100]; 

float Kmax[MAX_models],Pmax,pr_max[MAX_models],ini_pr[sizex][sizey][sizez]; 
double prmax, prmin; 

float ****perm,***Press,***mon_pr; 

int NTotal,Tsteps,dx,dy,dz,NX,NY,NZ,Nsource,sx,sy,sz,mx[MAX_monitor],my[MAX_monitor],mz[MAX_monitor],NInitial,models; 
int ***Pcount,****Preport,num_monitor; 

void ReadParameter(void); 

double pr_dist(int,int,int,int); 
const int MIN=5,MAX=50; 

double **bhp,Pr[8]; 
 

template <typename T>  

T **AllocateDynamicArray( int nRows, int nCols) 

{ 

 int i; 

      T **dynamicArray; 
 

      dynamicArray = new T*[nRows]; 

      for( i = 0 ; i < nRows ; i++ ) 
    dynamicArray[i] = new T [nCols]; 

   return dynamicArray; 

} 
 

template <typename T> 

void FreeDynamicArray(T** dArray) 
{ 

      delete [] *dArray; 

      delete [] dArray; 
} 

 

 
int main() 

{ 

 int i,j,k,l,p,rndm,report=10,total=0,t=0, buffer[1000]; 
 long start,stop; 

 double cdf,pdf,pr_val,Ptemp, buffer2[1000]; 

 
 bhp= AllocateDynamicArray<double>(MAXsteps,MAX_models); 

 

 perm = new float*** [MAX_models]; 
 for (i=0;i<MAX_models;i++) 

 { 

  perm[i] = new float** [sizex+1]; 
  for (j=0;j<sizex+1;j++) 

   perm[i][j] = AllocateDynamicArray<float>(sizey+1,sizez+1); 

 } 
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 Press = new float** [sizex+1]; 

 for (i=0;i<sizex+1;i++) 
  Press[i] = AllocateDynamicArray<float>(sizey+1,sizez+1); 

 

 mon_pr = new float** [MAXsteps]; 
 for (i=0;i<MAXsteps;i++) 

  mon_pr[i] = AllocateDynamicArray<float>(MAX_models, MAX_monitor); 

 
 Pcount = new int** [sizex+1]; 

 for (i=0;i<sizex+1;i++) 

  Pcount[i] = AllocateDynamicArray<int> (sizey+1,sizez+1); 
 

 Preport = new int*** [MAX_models]; 

 for (i=0;i<MAX_models;i++) 
 { 

  Preport[i] = new int**[sizex+1]; 

  for (j=0;j<sizex+1;j++) 
   Preport[i][j] = AllocateDynamicArray<int>(sizey+1,sizez+1); 

 } 

// ******************* DONE CREATING ARRAYS ************************* 
 

 int tt=0; 

 
 ReadParameter(); // **************** PARAMETER FILE READING ***************** 

  

 const double a=0.4,b=2.5; 
 double add=1.0,subt=0.5,c=10.0; 

 const int pr_const = 30; 
 

 // ***************** creating the permeability field *****************  

 for ( i=1;i<=NX;i++) 

 { 

  for ( j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

  { 
   for ( k=1;k<=NZ;k++) 

   { 

    for (l=1;l<=models;l++) 
    { 

     perm[l][i][j][k]=perm[l][i][j][k]/Kmax[l]; 

    } 
   } 

  } 

 } 
 

 

 
// **************** starting the walk ********************  

for (l=1;l<=models;l++) 

{ 
 start=time(0); 

 int Npart=0; 

 for (i=1;i<=NZ;i++) 
 { 

                  for (j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

                 { 
                       for (k=1;k<=NX;k++) 

                           {Pcount[k][j][i]=0;} 

                  } 
 } 

 

 for (int t1=1;t1<=Tsteps;t1++) 
 { 

      int count=0; 

      for (int np1=1;np1<=NTotal;np1++) 

     { 
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      int zzz=1; 

      Npart+=1; 
      i=sx;  j=sy;  k=sz; 

      Pcount[i][j][k]+=1;  

 
      do 

      { 

           for (p=1; p<=7; p++) {Pr[p]=0;} 
           if (i>=1 && i<=NX && j>=1 && j<=NY && k>=1 && k<=NZ) 

           { 

   Pr[2]=(((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i-1][j][k])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i-1][j][k]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 
exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i-1][j][k]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin)); 

                   Pr[3]=(((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i+1][j][k])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i+1][j][k]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 

exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i+1][j][k]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin)); 
  Pr[4]=(((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i][j-1][k])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i][j-1][k]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 

exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i][j-1][k]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin)); 

  Pr[5]=(((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i][j+1][k])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i][j+1][k]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 
exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i][j+1][k]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin)); 

  Pr[6]=a*((((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i][j][k-1])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i][j][k-1]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 

exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i][j][k-1]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin))); 
  Pr[7]=b*((((Pcount[i][j][k]-Pcount[i][j][k+1])/Npart) + pow(perm[l][i][j][k+1]*perm[l][i][j][k],0.5)/Kmax[l]) * 

exp(-pr_const*(ini_pr[i][j][k+1]-ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin))); 

 
  if (k==NZ) 

     Pr[7]=0; 

  if (k==1) 
     Pr[6]=0; 

  if (i==NX) 
     Pr[3]=0; 

  if (i==1) 

     Pr[2]=0; 

  if (j==1) 

     Pr[4]=0; 

  if (j==NY) 
     Pr[5]=0; 

              } 

 
               if (Pcount[i][j][k]<=MIN) 

               { 

  Pr[5]=0; Pr[2]=0; Pr[3]=0; Pr[4]=0; Pr[1]=1; Pr[6]=0; Pr[7]=0; 
                } 

                if (Pcount[i][j][k]>MIN && Pcount[i][j][k]<MAX) 

                { Pr[1]=(((MAX-Pcount[i][j][k])/Npart) + perm[l][i][j][k]/Kmax[l]) * exp(-pr_const*(prmax-
ini_pr[i][j][k])/(prmax-prmin));} 

 

                 double sum=0; 
 

  for (p=1; p<=7; p++) 

  { sum+=Pr[p];} 
  if (sum>=0) 

  { 

     rndm=rand()%100; 
   cdf=0.0; 

//   cout<<"PDF: "<<"\n"; 

   for (p=1; p<=7; p++) 
   { 

    pdf=Pr[p]/sum; 

    cdf=cdf+pdf; 
    if (rndm<cdf*100) {break;} 

   } 

   switch (p) 
   { 

   case 2:  

    dx=i-1; 

    dy=j; 
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    dz=k; 

   case 3:  
    dx=i+1; 

    dy=j; 

    dz=k; 
   case 4:  

    dx=i; 

    dy=j-1; 
    dz=k; 

   case 5:  

    dx=i; 
    dy=j+1; 

    dz=k; 

   case 1: 
    dx=i; 

    dy=j; 

    dz=k; 
   case 6: 

    dx=i; 

    dy=j; 
    dz=k-1; 

   case 7: 

    dx=i; 
    dy=j; 

    dz=k+1; 

   } 
  } 

 
  Pcount[dx][dy][dz]+=1; 

  Pcount[i][j][k]-=1; 

  if (dx==i && dy==j && dz==k) 

  {zzz=0;} 

  else 

  {i=dx; j=dy; k=dz; zzz=1;} 
 }while(zzz==1);// ********** end of while loop ************ 

 

 for (i=1;i<=NX;i++) 
 { 

  for (j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

  { 
   for (k=1;k<=NZ;k++) 

        {total+=Pcount[i][j][k];} 

  } 
 } 

 total=0; 

}// ******* end of 1 timestep ************ 
 

   

for (i=1;i<=NZ;i++) 
{ 

    for (j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

    { 
       for (k=1;k<=NX;k++){ 

 Preport[l][k][j][i]=Pcount[k][j][i];        

 } 
     } 

 } 

 
  bhp[t1][l]=pr_dist(sz,sy,sx,l); 

  for (i=0;i<num_monitor;i++) 

  {mon_pr[t1][l][i]=pr_dist(mz[i],my[i],mx[i],l);} 
} // end of all time steps // 

 

cout<<"\nDone with model "<<l<<endl; 

stop=time(0); 
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cout<<"\nTime taken:  "<<stop-start<<" secs\n"; 

 
}// ******************** end of all models ************************ 

FILE *pres; 

FILE *satn; 
 

pres = fopen(Prfile,"w"); 

satn = fopen(Sfile,"w"); 
 

fprintf(pres,"Pressure Profile\n%d\nX\nY\nZ\n",models+3); 

fprintf(satn,"Saturation Profile\n%d\nX\nY\nZ\n",models+3); 
for (int fff=0;fff<models;fff++) 

{ 

 fprintf(pres,"model %d\n",fff+1); 
 fprintf(satn,"model %d\n",fff+1); 

} 

for (i=1;i<=NZ;i++) 
{ 

 for (j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

 { 
  for (k=1;k<=NX;k++) 

  { 

   fprintf(pres,"%d\t%d\t%d\t",k,j,i); 
   fprintf(satn,"%d\t%d\t%d\t",k,j,i); 

   for (l=1;l<=models;l++) 

   { 
    fprintf(satn,"%d\t",Preport[l][k][j][i]); 

    pr_val=pr_dist(i,j,k,l); 
    fprintf(pres,"%lf\t",pr_val); 

   } 

   fprintf(pres,"\n"); 

   fprintf(satn,"\n"); 

  } 

 } 
    } 

   fclose(pres); 

   fclose(satn); 
   FILE *monitor_pr; 

   for (k=0;k<num_monitor;k++) 

   { 
 itoa(k+1,temp,10); 

 char t2[30]; 

 strcpy(t2,cs_pr);  strcat(t2,temp);   strcat(t2,".dat");  monitor_pr = fopen(t2,"w"); 
 for (i=1;i<=Tsteps;i++) 

 { 

  for (j=1;j<=models;j++) 
  { 

   fprintf(monitor_pr,"%6.4lf\t",mon_pr[i][j][k]); 

   fprintf(monitor_pr,"\n"); 
  } 

  fclose(monitor_pr); 

   } 
 

 monitor_pr = fopen(Bfile,"w"); 

 for (i=1;i<=Tsteps;i++) 
 { 

  for (j=1;j<=models;j++) 

   fprintf(monitor_pr,"%6.4lf\t",bhp[i][j]); 
  fprintf(monitor_pr,"\n"); 

 } 

 fclose(monitor_pr); 
 

    return 0; 

 

} // ********************* END OF MAIN ******************** 
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// ********************* FUNCTION FOR READING THE PARAMETER FILE ******************* 
void ReadParameter(void) 

{ 

 int i,j,k; 
 char Pfile[80]; 

 cout<<"Name of parameter file:  "; 

 strcpy(Parfile,"parameter.dat"); 
 ifstream data(Parfile); 

 data>>NX>>NY>>NZ; 

 cout<<"Size:  "<<NX<<" "<<NY<<" "<<NZ<<" \n"; 
 data>>sx>>sy>>sz; 

 cout<<"\nSource:  "<<sx<<" "<<sy<<" "<<sz<<"\n"; 

 
 data>>num_monitor; 

 cout<<"\nNumber of monitoring locations: "<<num_monitor<<endl; 

 for (i=0;i<num_monitor;i++) 
 { 

  data>>mx[i]; 

  data>>my[i]; 
  data>>mz[i]; 

  cout<<"\nMonitor:  "<<mx[i]<<" "<<my[i]<<" "<<mz[i]<<"\n"; 

 } 
  

   

 cout<<"\nPermeability file name:  "; 
 data.getline(Pfile,25); 

 cout<<Pfile<<"\n"; 
 ifstream permblty(Pfile); 

 permblty>>models; 

  

 for (i=1;i<=NZ;i++) 

 { 

  for ( j=1;j<=NY;j++) 
  { 

   for ( k=1;k<=NX;k++) 

   { 
    for (int l=1;l<=models;l++) 

    { 

    permblty>>perm[l][k][j][i]; 
    //cout<<perm[l][k][j][i]<<" "; 

    if (Kmax[l]<perm[l][k][j][i]) 

     Kmax[l]=perm[l][k][j][i]; 
    } 

   } 

  } 
 } 

 

 
 cout<<"\nInitial pressure file: "; 

 prmin=100000; prmax=0; 

 data.getline(Cfile,150); 
 cout<<Cfile; 

 ifstream cent(Cfile); 

 for (i=1;i<=NZ;i++) 
 { 

  for ( j=NY;j>=1;j--) 

  { 
   for ( k=1;k<=NX;k++) 

   { 

    cent>>ini_pr[k][j][i]; 
    if (prmin>ini_pr[k][j][i]) 

     prmin=ini_pr[k][j][i]; 

    if (prmax<ini_pr[k][j][i]) 

     prmax=ini_pr[k][j][i]; 
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   } 
  } 

 } 

 cent.close(); 
 

 cout<<"\nPressure file:  "; 

 data.getline(Prfile,125); 
 cout<<Prfile<<"\n"; 

 cout<<"\nSaturation file:  "; 

 data.getline(Sfile,125); 
 cout<<Sfile<<"\n"; 

 cout<<"\nPressure Monitoring files:\n"; 

 data.getline(cs_pr,125); 
 cout<<cs_pr<<"\n"; 

 cout<<"\nBottom hole pressure: "; 

 data.getline(Bfile,100); 
 cout<<Bfile<<endl; 

 cout<<"\nNumber of particles injected every time step:  "; 

 data>>NTotal; 
 cout<<NTotal; 

 cout<<"\nNumber of steps to be taken:  "; 

 data>>Tsteps; 
 cout<<Tsteps; 

  

 permblty.close(); 
 data.close(); 

 
} 

 

// ***************** FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING PRESSURE ANALOG FROM PARTICLE COUNT ************* 

double pr_dist(int z, int y, int x, int mod) 

{ 

 double press=0,d; 
 int c=0; 

 const float a=1,b=10; 

 for (int i=1;i<=NX;i++) 
 { 

  for (int j=1;j<=NY;j++) 

  { 
   for (int k=1;k<=NZ;k++) 

   { 

    if (Pcount[i][j][k]!=0) 
    { 

    d=pow((x-i)*(x-i)+(y-j)*(y-j)+(z-k)*(z-k),0.5); 

    if (d!=0) 
    { 

      press+=a*Preport[mod][i][j][k]/MAX*(exp(b/d)); 

      c++; 
    } 

    } 

   } 
  } 

 } 

 press=press/c; 
 return(press); 

} 
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